Persée: Request for authorization of online diffusion
Dear colleagues,
It is with great pleasure that we inform you that the journal Études celtiques will soon publish its entire
collection from 1936 on on the Internet. This collection will be added to the free public web portal
Persée, developed with the support of the Ministère de l’Éducation nationale, de l’Enseignement
supérieur et de la Recherche. This website aims to include the most prestigious French journals,
particularly in human and social sciences. This online diffusion, based on a free access policy, will be
accompanied with a moving wall of two years.
Nowadays, in order to be recognized, research findings must be published on the Internet, so the
online publication increases the visibility of the research conducted in French speaking countries
within the international scientific market and will benefit to our scientific production.
In order to best conduct this operation while respecting our authors or their copyright holders, it is
necessary to obtain a non-exclusive explicit authorization to reproduce and publish online their articles
or contributions published in Études celtiques.
We will ensure that every article is accompanied by the required information to identify and quote it
(author, journal references, date, etc.) and that each reader who consults our collections is reminded
that these texts must not be reproduced (except for strictly private use) or published and that the short
quotation system (as defined in French legislation) must be adhered to.
We hope that you will again express your confidence in Études celtiques and that you will accept to be
part of its future projects. Please take a moment to fill, sign and return the enclosed form (by e-mail
or post) at: Études celtiques
Laboratoire AOrOc, ENS, 45 rue d’Ulm, 75005 Paris, France
marie-jose.leroy@ens.fr
Please, note that any opposition to the online publication of an article has to be clearly
notified within three months after reception of this letter.

Response form for authors:
I,
, hereby give Études celtiques with regards to its Persée program, the
non-exclusive right to reproduce and publish articles and contributions published under my name in
this journal as well as the translations and illustrations I am the author of.
Date:
Signing:

Response form for copyright holders:
I,
, Acting as copyright holder for
, I hereby
give Études celtiques, with regards to its Persée program, the non-exclusive right to reproduce and
publish articles and contributions published under the author’s name in this journal as well as the
translations and illustrations of the same.
Date:
Signing:

